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Abstract

We consider the problem of using untrusted components to build correlation-resistantsurvivable storage systems
that protect file replica locations, while allowing nodes tocontinuously re-distribute files throughout the network.
The principal contribution is a chosen-ciphertext secure,searchable public key encryption scheme which allows for
dynamic re-encryption of ciphertexts, and provides fornode-targetedsearches based on keywords or other identifiers.
The scheme is provably secure under the SXDH assumption which holds in certain subgroups of elliptic curves, and
a closely related assumption that we introduce.
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1 Introduction

The past decade has seen growing interest in techniques for protecting critical data even in the face of catastrophic
storage failure. Recently, a number of loosely-related approaches have surfaced which guarantee data availability by
massively replicating records across decentralized, potentially untrusted, “survivable” storage networks. To ensure the
continued availability of content after storage nodes failor leave the network, survivable storage networks continuously
re-distribute replicas from machine to machine. Ideally, content redistribution is provided as a service of the network,
and should not require the active participation of content publishers.

Recently, Srivatsaet. al. [37] showed that a number of survivable storage systems (e.g, [25, 1]) are vulnerable to
targeted denial of service attacks, as these systems make noattempt to hide the location of content replicas within the
network. An adversary can locate selected file replicas via the network’s search mechanism, or by manually examining
stored collections for identical instances of a replica. Once located, the adversary can limit access to the selected files
(and defeat survivability) by disabling the small subset ofstorage nodes which host the target content.

In this work, we propose techniques forcorrelation-resistant storage, which protect content replicas from tar-
geted attacks while allowing for continuous re-distribution by the storage network. The approach we describe allows
untrusted nodes to dynamically re-encrypt (i.e., randomize) file replicas such that an adversary cannot link the new
replicas to others within the system. Simultaneously, we provide a flexible search mechanism which allows authorized
receivers to locate any matching replica by querying storage nodes on information such as a keyword or other identifier.
We note that maintaining correlation-resistance while achieving this remote search facility is challenging when storage
nodes are untrusted, as one must prevent malicious nodes from re-using search queries to locate matching replicas at
other locations in the network. In that regard, the primary contribution of this paper is a new form of searchable public
key encryption scheme which allows fornode-targetedkeyword search, i.e., queries sent by users to a specific node
cannot be re-played by that node to locate files stored elsewhere. Our keyword search scheme is related to the schemes
of [15, 42], but enables randomization of indexes and is provably secure in the standard model.

2 Related work

The importance of correlation-resistance in the setting ofsurvivable networks was recently highlighted in [37], where
it was shown how targeted denial of service attacks can be deployed against protocols based on Distributed Hash



Tables (DHTs). In these attacks, the adversary is able to thwart survivability by compromising nodes and selectively
removing files, which is less noticeable than, for example, removing every file on a given node. To avert such attacks,
the solution proposed in [37] requires publishers to generate unique replicas of a file using a randomized encryption
scheme, and to identify each with a unique record key for later retrieval. While this approach prevents an adversary
from correlating distinct replica instances, it does not allow the network to generate new replicas on demand—a critical
component of a survivable storage network. In fact, unless publishers periodically inject new replica instances into the
network, the availability of content may decrease over timeas nodes fail or leave.

Another area of research where correlation-resistance is particularly compelling (and that has received significant
attention over the last few years) is censorship-resistantpublishing [3, 40, 39, 23]. There, the goal is to provide
schemes that allow for the anonymous replication of data across the network. In that setting, a number of censorship-
resistant networks have been deployed, some of such which, like Freenet [19], Publius [40] and GnuNet [12], encrypt
stored data in order to protect content and provide plausible deniability to storage node operators. While encryption
achieves this goal to some degree, these distributed networks are still vulnerable to correlation attacks when files are
dynamically transmitted from one node to another. If the adversary can identify such correlations, she may potentially
distinguish nodes hosting particularly controversial content, or reveal information about queries made by network
users.

The targeted keyword search scheme we define extends previous work in the field of keyword search on encrypted
data (see for example, [36, 15, 22, 42, 11]). Such schemes provide mechanisms that allow users to remotely search
for keywords contained in encrypted documents residing on apotentially untrusted server. However, existing schemes
have two shortcomings which prevent their use in our application: first, dynamic redistribution (i.e., universal re-
encryption) of searchable ciphertexts is not permitted by some constructions (e.g., [15, 42]). Secondly, these systems
do not allow users totargetsearch queries to a particular server, which is necessary toprevent replays in our setting.
Finally, our keyword search scheme is secure in the standardmodel, and does not require random oracles. We believe
that the ideas we propose here may have applications to othersearchable encryption settings as well.

Lastly, the approach that we explore to dynamically re-encrypt files is similar to the concept of Universal Re-
encryption, formalized by Golleet. al. [24]. Informally, Universal Re-encryption allows an untrusted third party
to re-encrypt (randomize) ciphertexts without knowledge of the corresponding public key. In the schemes of Golle
et. al., identification of ciphertexts required that the recipientdecrypt each candidate using her secret key. Our
work can be viewed as extending the original setting of [24] to allow for targeted remote searches of ciphertext
collections. Moreover, while the schemes of of [24] are onlysemantically secure, our schemes offer improved security
by addressing chosen ciphertext security under the IND-RCCA definition of Canettiet al. [18].

3 Correlation-resistant storage and node-targeted keyword search

Survivable storage networks consist of a collection of unreliable, untrusted nodes, which collaborate to ensure the
availability of content. To protect content in the event of node failure, each record is typically replicated across
multiple nodes. Content is inserted into the network by apublisher, and later recovered by aretriever. In practice,
these entities may be one and the same, or they may be distinctindividuals. A publisher inserts a record into in the
storage network by transmitting it to some subset of storagenodes. These nodes may continue to offer the content for
later retrieval, may fail, or may re-distribute their contents to other nodes. Therefore, even when a retriever knows the
identity of the nodes initially hosting the content, she hasno guarantee that the desired content will remain at those
nodes. As such, to locate content, retrievers require a search mechanism.

The principal goal of a correlation-resistant network is toprevent unauthorized parties from discovering the loca-
tion of a given piece of content, even when given knowledge ofthe plaintext or some set of ciphertext replicas. This
requirement must hold against adversaries who interact with nodes remotely (via the correct protocol), but should
also hold against an adversary who can compromise a storage node and directly view its contents. More importantly,
since many survivable networks have a low barrier to participation, a correlation-resistant network must resist even
malicious storage nodes which use “insider knowledge” (e.g., legitimate search queries) to locate content on other
nodes.

To summarize, we list the specific security goals of our application and the strategies we employ to achieve them.
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• CONFIDENTIALITY : The contents of a stored file should not be intelligible to the nodes storing them. This
implies that the files need to be encrypted under a strong encryption scheme. In particular, we require that the
encryption scheme provide indistinguishability against certain chosen-ciphertext attacks—specifically, IND-
RCCA secure encryption as defined later in this section.

• KEY-OBLIVIOUS REPUBLICATION WITH UNLINKABILITY : Continuous redistribution of records for increased
availability requires that we allow any unstrusted storagenode to dynamically generate new, unlinkable instances
of a ciphertext without knowledge of the ciphertext’s public key. This requires that our encryption scheme be
universally re-encryptable (a notion introduced in [24]),and key-private. Note that such a scheme certainly
provides plausible deniability: the confidentiality of thecontent and and publishers’ identities nodes ignore not
only the contents they carry, but also their publishers’ identities.

• NODE-TARGETED KEYWORD SEARCH CAPABILITY: The encryption scheme should support remote searches
which are initiated by users and executed by the storage nodes. To achieve this, we implement a form of
keyword searchable encryption[15, 42] which allows users to search a particular storage node for files that
are encrypted under their public key and contain desired keywords. We require that search queries for a triple
(user, keyword, node) do not reveal any information about an index unless the indexis stored at nodenode,
and the index also embeds the pair(user, keyword).

The next sections formalize these goals.

3.1 Re-encryption and CCA security

Ciphertext indistinguishability under chosen ciphertextattacks (IND-CCA2) has become the de facto gold standard to
assess the security of encryption schemes. However, it has been noted in a series of works [18, 2, 35, 26] that IND-
CCA2 may be overly restrictive for some applications. This is particularly important for re-encryption (randomization)
schemes, which are partially malleable by design, and thuscannotsatisfy the requirements of the IND-CCA2 security
definition. As a consequence, earlier re-encryption constructions, such as those of Golleet. al. [24] provide only
chosen-plaintext security (i.e., semantic security).

Recently in [18], Canetti, Krawczyk and Nielsen advanced a relaxed security notion called ciphertext indistin-
guishability underre-playablechosen ciphertext attack (IND-RCCA). The schemes that we present in this work are
designed to satisfy this definition, which [18] shows is sufficient to prevent even subtle attacks on message security.
Intuitively, the IND-RCCA definition relaxes the non-malleability requirements of IND-CCA2 to allow for operations
which do not alter the underlyingplaintextof a given ciphertext. This simple relaxation is sufficient to permit general
re-encryption schemes.

IND-RCCA can be defined as follows: consider a public (or hybrid) encryption schemeS = (gen , enc, dec),
specified by its key generation, encryption, and decryptionalgorithms, respectively. A proverS generates a key
pair (sk , pk ), releasespk to the adversaryA, and usessk to implement a decryption oracleOdec(SK,·)

S . The game
proceeds with the adversary submitting a number of ciphertext decryption queries, and then choosing a pair of mes-
sages(m0,m1). The security prover selects a random bitb, encryptsmb under the public key, and sends the resulting

ciphertext to the adversary. The adversary may continue to query the decryption oracleOdec(SK,·)
S , but now the or-

acle returns decrypted messages only when they differ fromm0 or m1, otherwise returning a fixed value which is
not a valid message. The game ends with the adversary pronouncing his guess bitb′ to indicate which message was
encrypted by the prover. It succeeds ifb′ = b.

Definition 3.1 (IND-RCCA [18]) The encryption schemeS is IND-RCCA secure if there does not exist a p.p.t. algo-
rithmA that wins the above game with success probability at least1/2 + ε, whereε is a non-negligible value.

3.2 Node-targeted keyword searchable (indexing) schemes

To prevent the replay of queries by malicious nodes, ournode-targetedkeyword search scheme incorporates an addi-
tional feature, which allows query authors to embed the public key of a particular search party into the query itself.
This embedding process can only be performed by the originalauthor of a query, which prevents search parties from
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(successfully) evaluating replayed queries. The securityof such a scheme depends on the hardness of “re-targeting”
fully-formed queries so that they embed a different party’spublic key than the one embedded by the legitimate re-
triever. The protection offered by this feature does not preventcolludingparties from sharing queries. However, in
the context of a correlation-resistant storage system, it is sufficient to prevent malicious storage nodes from re-playing
queries to non-colluding nodes. We define a node-targeted keyword search scheme as follows:

Definition 3.2 (Node-targeted keyword search)A node-targeted keyword search scheme is a tuple of (possibly
probabilistic) polynomial time algorithms(Setup, KeyGen1, KeyGen2, CreateIndex, GenerateQuery, MatchQuery),
where:

• Setup takes a security parameterτ , and outputs system-wide parameters.
• KeyGen1 outputs a key pair〈pkuser, skuser〉 used to implement access control.
• KeyGen2 outputs a key pair〈pk node, sknode〉 associated with a storage node. This key pair is used fortargeting

queries.
• CreateIndex takes a public keypk user and keywordw, outputing the index valueI.
• GenerateQuery accepts a secret keyskuser, a keywordw, and the public key of a storage nodepk

node
, and

outputs the node-targeted queryT .
• MatchQuery accepts an indexI, a node-targeted queryT , and a storage node’s private keysknode, and outputs

TRUE iff the query matches the index, and is evaluated by the correct node.

In the context of correlation-resistant storage, where search indexes are distributed along with encrypted records, a
search scheme must also provide the means for storage nodes to universally re-encrypt (randomize) indexes, such that
the resulting instances are unlinkable with the originals.Therefore we add the following algorithm:

Definition 3.3 (Randomizable node-targeted indexing scheme) A node-targeted keyword search scheme is said to
be randomizable if it also supports the algorithm:

• RandomizeIndex universally re-encrypts an indexI, outputting a new indexI ′ which contains the same key and
keyword as the original index.

Informally, a record index embeds a keyword and a user’s public key. Regardless of how many times an index is
randomized, correctness requires that a query match provided that it was generated from the same keyword and the
user’s secret key, along with the public keypknode of the storage node that executesMatchQuery. We define the
correctness of the scheme:

Correctness: If an indexI is created by the callCreateIndex(pkuser, w), and later randomizedn times to valueI ′

by calls toRandomizeIndex(·), andT is the query obtained by computingGenerateQuery(skuser, w, pk node), then
MatchQuery(I, T, sknode) = true.

Soundness follows from the security definitions of our scheme (see below).

Indistinguishability of Index Values. Clearly a correlation-resistant storage system requires that ciphertexts be
indistinguishable. Because index values are included withciphertexts, this indistinguishability must extend to indexes
as well, i.e., they must be indistinguishable to any party who does not possess the keysk , or a properly-formed
trapdoor queryT . This indistinguishability must hold even when the adversary has access to valid queries based on
chosen key/keyword pairs. Bonehet. al. [15] formalize this property (as a variation of Goh’sIndistinguishability
under Adaptively Chosen Keyword Attack[22]) in the public-key setting. We adapt this definition in§6.

Query Re-Targeting. While the above definition is sufficient to address the indistinguishability of stored index
values, it does not address the unique features ofnode-targetedsearch. In discussing this property, we first note that
node-targeted search does not prevent the intended recipient of a query fromcolludingwith another party in order to
share queries. For example, a dishonest storage node might simply publish its value ofsknode, which would allow any
party to evaluate queries targeted to the keypk node.
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The goal of the targeting mechanism is instead to preventhonestnodes from inadvertantly replying to re-played
queries. We refer to attacks on this mechanism asquery re-targeting. In such an attack, the recipient of a node-
targeted queryT attempts to produce a useful search query targeted to a different (non-colluding) party. Intuitively, a
node-targeted keyword search scheme is secure if an adversary, givenT embedding(user, keyword, node), is unable
to create a new queryT ′ which will reveal information about (non-adversarially-generated) indexes stored on honest
nodes.

Our construction makes use of three-part records that contain a keyword-searchable index, a randomizable public
encryption key, and a payload. The payload is a ciphertext (key encapsulation and data encapsulation values) produced
using a key-private, IND-RCCA hybrid scheme. Re-encryption (i.e., randomization of) ciphertexts treats the entire
payload as a plaintext, and encrypts it using the hybrid scheme (see§5); since the hybrid scheme is semantically secure
(a consequence of being IND-RCCA), it does not compromise the unlinkability of two re-encryptions of the same text.
By using standard hybrid arguments (omitted here for the sake of brevity), it is only needed that we independently
consider (1) the security of the indexing scheme and (2) the security consequences of modifying the basic IND-RCCA
scheme by layering encryption steps to support universal re-encryption. In§6, we prove that each is secure under
appropriate assumptions.

4 Cryptographic setting and assumptions

Our scheme is constructible within paired groups: LetG1 andG2 be groups of prime orderp such that there exists
an efficiently computablebilinear mape : G1 × G2 → GT , whereGT is also ap-order group, and the following
properties hold:

1. Non-degenerate: IfP is a generator ofG1 andQ is a generator ofG2, thene(P,Q) generatesGT .

2. Bilinear:e(aP,Q) = e(P, aQ) = e(P,Q)a, where we write the group operation as addition inG1 andG2, but
as multiplication inGT .

In order for the scheme to be secure, we require that certain cryptographic assumptions hold, namely:

Assumption 1 (Symmetric External Diffie-Hellman assumption, or SXDH): Both G1 andG2 are DDH-hard groups,
i.e., given(P0, P1, P2, P3) in G4

1 it is infeasible to decide if there is a valuex such thatP1 = xP0 andP3 = xP2

simultaneously. The same requirement must hold forG2.

In appendix A, we review the favorable evidence for the existence of paired groups which satisfy the SXDH assump-
tion. Variants of the XDH assumption [33, 14, 27, 17, 4, 6] including SXDH [5] have been used elsewhere.

Our proofs also make use of a new assumption, named Implicit External Diffie-Hellman assumption, below. In order to
promote confidence in the assumption, we include in appendixB a proof of validity in the generic group model [30, 34].

Assumption 2 (Implicit External Diffie-Hellman, or IXDH) Given groupsG1 andG2 where the SXDH assumption
holds, generated respectively, byP andQ, and valuesP̃ in G1 and (Q̃1, R̃2, Q̃3, R̃3) in G4

2. Let Q̃2 be implicitly
defined by the equatione(P, Q̃2) = e(P̃ , Q). Let r be implicitly defined by the relationrQ̃3 = R̃3. Then the input
is further required to satisfyrQ̃2 = R̃2. If it is computationally infeasible to produce a pair(Q′, a−1bcQ), where
Q̃3 = aQ, Q̃2 = bQ, andQ̃1 = cQ, then it is said that the Implicit External Diffie-Hellman assumption holds.

We re-emphasize that, in the above assumption,Q̃2 is not part of the inputs, but it is given implicitly by eitherthe pair
Q̃3, rQ̃3, as well as by the point̃P .
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5 CRES: A Correlation-Resistant Encryption Scheme

In this section we describe CRES, a scheme for correlation-resistant storage and targeted retrieval from a storage
network. CRES allows for efficient encryption and re-encryption of stored records in order to maintain correlation-
resistance in a survivable environment. Specifically, the scheme adapts the Universal Re-encryption setting of Golle
et. al. [24] to incorporate the targeted keyword search scheme described in§5.1. This search scheme enables recovery
of files by allowing retrievers to author search queries which distinguish specific records. Storage nodes can use these
queries to identify matching records and return them to users, but cannot re-target them to other honest nodes in order
to locate replicas. Moreover, the flexible query construction we present can be based on a combination of user keys
and keyword identifiers.

5.1 A Targeted Search Scheme from XDH

A CRES record index is a construct that embeds a set of keywords which can be matched to a query. Indexes are
generated by encryptors using the recipient’s public key, and are transported along with stored records. To achieve
correlation-resistance in a storage network, indexes may be efficiently randomized by any party,without access to
keying material. Although it would be convenient to use an existing public-key keyword search scheme, earlier
schemes (e.g., [15, 42]) are limited (by their setting) to embedding only two elements into a search query (user key,
keyword). By employing the novel SXDH setting, our scheme permits searchers to embed an additional public value
into the query– the node’s public key– without compromisingthe security of the scheme. Additionally, our setting
allows us to build a scheme which is secure in the standard model, without the use of random oracles. Our keyword
search scheme is loosely based on the IBE scheme of Waters [41], which we adapt to the SXDH setting in order to
guarantee the indistinguishability of index values.1

The CRES keyword search scheme assumes a pair of SXDH subgroups 〈G1,G2〉, with generators(P,Q) re-
spectively. Keywords must be selected from a dictionary of size 2t, where each keyword is uniquely identified
by a value{0, 1}t. The global parameters of our scheme include two vectors~P = (P1, . . . , Pt) ∈ Gt

1 and
~Q = (Q1, . . . , Qt) ∈ Gt

2 with the requirement thate(Pi, Q) = e(P,Qi) for 0 < i ≤ t. A trusted party gener-
ates these vectors prior to deployment (see below). We also define an injective, public function and two functions
F1 : {0, 1}t→ G1 andF2 : {0, 1}t→ G2 as:

• F1(·): let bi be thei-th bit of the bitstringb. ThenF1(b) =
∑

biPi.
• F2(·): let bi be thei-th bit of the bitstringb. ThenF2(b) =

∑

biQi.

We define our scheme as:

• Setup(τ). Given a security parameterτ , output a description of SXDH groups〈G1,G2〉, both of orderp, with
an efficiently computable pairinge : G1 × G2 → GT , and valuesP andQ such that〈P 〉 = G1, 〈Q〉 = G2.
Output ~P = (P1, . . . , Pt) and ~Q = (Q1, . . . , Qt) by computingPi = ziP andQi = ziQ for zi ∈R Zp, and
discardzi.
• KeyGenuser. Output a user’s keypairskuser = s ∈R Zp, pk user = sP .
• KeyGennode. Output a storage node’s keypairsknode = x ∈R Zp, pk node = xQ.
• CreateIndex(pk

user
, w). Given a user’s public keypk

user
= sP , and a keywordw ∈ {0, 1}t, compute the value

Z = F1(w), select a valuer ∈R Zp, and output the indexI = 〈rsP, rZ〉.
• RandomizeIndex(I). Given an indexI = 〈α, β〉, select a valuer ∈R Zp, and output the new indexI ′ =
〈rα, rβ〉.
• GenerateQuery(sk user, w, pk node). Given a user’s private keyskuser = s ∈ Zp, a keywordw ∈ {0, 1}t, and

a node’s public keypk
node

= xQ, first computeY = F2(w). Next, selectk ∈R Zp and output a query
T = 〈ks(xQ), kY 〉.
• MatchQuery(I, T, sknode). Given an indexI = 〈α, β〉, a targeted queryT = 〈γ, δ〉, and a node’s secret key

sknode = x ∈ Zp, we say that the query matches the index if(α, β, γ, xδ) is a co-DDH tuple. Ife(α, xδ) =
e(β, γ), outputTRUE, otherwise outputFALSE.

1We note that the techniques used in this construction might also be adapted to construct a key-private IBE scheme secure in the standard model.
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Correctness: The above indexing scheme allows for retrieval, as keyword indexes will match those queries which
were created using the same keyword, the correct secret key,provided thatMatchQuery is executed by the intended
node. This remains true even when the indexes are randomized, due to the bilinearity property of the pairings. The
key to generating useful keyword indexes is the ability to compute the functionsF1 andF2 on an inputw such that
logP F1(w) = logQ F2(w). If we refer to this (unknown) discrete log value asz, we can express the randomized index
pair I as〈rsP, rzP 〉, and the randomized queryT as〈xksQ, kzQ〉 (for arbitrary values ofk, r andsknode = x). Fol-
lowing the process described inMatchQuery, it should be evident that the combined values(rsP, rzP, xksQ, xkzQ)
form a co-DDH tuple.

Security: The above scheme allows users to ensure both indistinguishability for search indexes, as well as protection
against query re-targetingwithout relying on the use of random oracles. In§6 we formally prove the security of this
scheme.

5.2 Design of CRES Records and Algorithms

In what follows we disregard issues related to ciphertext length, although we note that in practice correlation-resistance
requires that publishers disguise record lengths through the use of padding, and by partitioning long plaintexts across
multiple records. CRES records consist of a searchable index appended to an RCCA-secure ciphertext containing
the record data. In addition to the ciphertext and search index, each CRES record includes arandomizedencryption
key which is used to facilitate re-encryption. The ciphertext indistinguishability afforded by each of these elements
ensures that an adversary who does not possess the record-specific key will be incapable of linking two equal-length
encrypted records.

For reasons of efficiency, CRES records are encrypted using ahybrid encryption scheme, defined bykey encapsu-
lation anddata encapsulationmechanisms with the following notation.

• ENC-KEM(pk , r): Given a random seedr, generate a session keyk and encryptk under an asymmetric (pos-
sibly randomized) encryption keypk to encapsulate the session key. Output the pair〈k,KE〉 whereKE is the
encapsulated key.
• DEC-KEM(sk ,KE): Given an encapsulationKE along with an asymmetric decryption keysk , output the

session keyk.
• ENC-DEM(k,M): Given a keyk (derived fromENC-KEM), encrypts a plaintextM and outputs a ciphertextC.
• DEC-DEM(k, C): Given a keyk (derived fromDEC-KEM), decrypts a ciphertextC and outputs the plaintext
M .

We require that the KEM/DEM combination used to encrypt CRESrecords provide IND-RCCA or IND-CCA2 secu-
rity (the latter definition implies the former). An example of such a scheme is PSEC-KEM [35].

5.3 TheCRESScheme S y m m e t r i c C i p h e r t e x t E n c a p s u l a t e d K e yN e wE n c a p s u l a t e d K e yE N C � D E M ( k , M ) K E 1 K E 2D a t a E n c a p s u l a t i o n( α , β )( r α , r β )( α , β )( α , β )I n d e x e sR :1R :2 ( r α , r β )( r α , r β )R a n d o m i z a t i o n ( g , h )( g , h )R a n d o m i z a t i o nkk
R a n d o m i z e dE n c r y p t i o n K e y E N C � D E M ( k , R )21 1

Figure 1: Re-encryption in the CRES protocol. The record index and re-encryption key are first randomized. The KEM uses the
randomized key to output a new key encapsulation and a session key which is used to re-encrypt the entirety of the originalrecord.
Finally, the new key encapsulation is appended to the resulting ciphertext.
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INITIAL SETUP Encryption in CRES requires a set of system-wide parametersdefining a pair of XDH groups
〈G1,G2〉 with generator pointsP andQ, respectively, and the vectors~P and ~Q. Group parameters can be shared
across any number of CRES deployments. As each node joins thenetwork, it generates a unique public/private key
〈sknode = x, pk node = xQ〉, and publishespk node using a public-key certification mechanism. Each user in thesystem
generates a keypair for use with the indexing scheme〈skuser = s, pkuser = sP 〉. The user also generates an Elgamal
keypair〈sk dec

user
, pk enc

user
〉 = 〈x, (g, gx)〉 where〈g〉 is a DDH-hard group of orderq that is distinct fromG1 andG2, and

x ∈R Zq. The user then publishes his public keys(pk user, pk
enc

user), and delivers the secret keys to authorized receivers.
Note that users are not required to certify their public keys. The scheme only requires that nodes have PKI-certified
keys.

INITIAL RECORD ENCRYPTION Given a user’s public keys(pkuser, pk
enc

user
), a plaintextM , and a set ofn keywords

w1, w2, . . . wn, the encryptor first generates a new record indexI based onpk user by invokingCreateIndex(pkuser, null).
This index allows retrievers to search for all records belonging to a specific user, without specifying any keyword. Ad-
ditional indexes are added to allow keyword search for the wordsw1, w2, . . . wn. ENC-KEM is then invoked using
pk

enc

user, in order to generate a new session keyk and key encapsulationKE. To allow decryptors to detect the ini-
tial layer, a redundancy check is provided via appending a hash function to the plaintext.k is then used to encrypt
the plaintext using the Data Encapsulation Mechanism (an authenticated symmetric encryption scheme). Next, the
encryption algorithm selects a randomr ∈ Zq and generates arandomizedencryption keypkR = (gr, grx) from
pk enc

user
. The key encapsulationKE and randomized keypkR are appended to the output, producing a re-encryptable,

key-encapsulated ciphertext.

RE-ENCRYPTION AND RE-PUBLICATION Given a record and its associated search indexes, the re-encrypting party
first randomizes the encryption keypkR by exponentiating both terms by a new random valuer ∈ Zq. The re-
encryptor next randomizes each record indexI by callingRandomizeIndex(I). ENC-KEM is then invoked usingpkR,
which results in a new session keyk′ and Key EncapsulationKE′. As in the initial encryption stage,k′ is used to
encrypt the entirety of the input recordR (including the previous key encapsulation).KE′ is appended to the resulting
ciphertext, producing a new key-encapsulated record. The re-encryption process is illustrated in Figure 1.

DECRYPTION If a record has been re-encrypted multiple times, decrypting and verifying its authenticity may require
multiple iterations. To remove each layer of encryption, the decryptor first parses the record to recover the record data
and key encapsulation valueKE, which is then decapsulated to reveal a session key. Next, the record data is decrypted
using the recovered session key. This step may fail if the ciphertext is invalid—the DEM mechanism is assumed to
be IND-RCCA (or IND-CCA2) by itself. Otherwise, the decrypted value is parsed to detect the redundancy (hash)
added during the initial encryption stage. If this redundancy is not discovered, then the decryptor assumes that it has
uncovered an intermediate layer, and repeats the previous steps to uncover the next layer. Should it become impossible
to decrypt further layers, the decryptor rejects the ciphertext.

6 Security analysis

In this section, we show that our constructions achieve the security properties set forth in§3. We initially concentrate
our efforts on analyzing the security of the indexing schemeonly. Later, we show how our hybrid constructions for
file encryption/re-encryption achieve the appropriate security notion (IND-RCCA). We achieve this by starting with a
hybrid scheme that is IND-RCCA and showing that the universal re-encryption construction preserves that property.
In particular, this extend the security analysis of the hybrid construction proposed in the scheme of Golleet. al.[24].

6.1 Index indistinguishability

Simulation model/Non-adaptive setting:We subsume all dishonest parties as a single adversaryA (which includes
both users and storage nodes). We adopt a non-adaptive setting, i.e., there exist two sets of public keys, theuncom-
promised keyscorresponding to honest nodes and/or users, and thecompromised keysbelonging to the adversary, and
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the character of a party as honest or adversarial not does notchange during the simulation. We formulate the index
indistinguishability property as an indistinguishability game. The game captures all of the security requirements of
the indexing scheme except for the resistance againstquery retargeting, which we consider separately.

Setup:We relate certain forms of adversarial success with simulator success in solving the DDH problem. Suppose
the simulator has been challenged with a triple〈P̃1, P̃2, P̃3〉 ∈ G

3
1, and seeks to determine whether these values form

a DH triple. At the beginning of the simulation, the simulator S generates the public vectors~P ∈ Gn
1 and ~Q ∈ Gn

2

such that fork = 0, . . . , n Pk = akP andQk = akQ, with ak known toS. The simulator also generates several
private/public key pairssi, pk user(i) = pkuser(Ui) = siP , except in the case of one the users, for which it sets the
public key equal tõP1. It publishes the vectors~P , ~Q, and the honest users’ public keyspk user(i). Note that this global
setup and public key generation method is indistinguishable from the correct setup of the protocol, as the values are
randomly distributed.

Special simulator commit step:Let î represent the index of the user specially chosen by the simulator to have public
key P̃1. Letwĵ be one of the keywords in the keyword list. The set(̂i, ĵ) is the simulator commitment.

Adversarial queries:After the public keys have been generated and published, theadversaryA knows the list of
honest users’ public keys{pk

node
(i)}i=1,...,n. It also knows the list of keywordsL, of lengthm. During the game,

A may choose a new user/keyword pair(Ui, wj), i = 1, . . . n, j = 1, . . . ,m, and submit it to the simulator, with an
extra instruction, with possible valuesindex or query. In each case, the simulator will cause the honest nodeUj to
create an index for its own identity and keywordwj and store it at another node. If the instructionindex is given, the
simulator instructs the honest parties to let some (potentially re-published) randomization of the index eventually reach
an adversarial node. In the case of aquery request, an adversary-targeted query will reach the adversary. Note that
the adversary may place bothindex andquery requests for the same user/keyword pair, and may interleaverequests
in any order.

Index generation:If the adversary requests an index for the pair(Ui, wj), and(i, j) 6= (̂i, ĵ), the simulator computes
F1(wj) =

∑t

i=1 bj,kPk, where(bj,k) is the bit-encoding ofwj , and ~P = (Pi)i=1,...,t. It then generates the value
(rsiP, rF1(wj)), for some random valuer in Z∗

p. It republishes that value a number of times and then delivers it to
an adversarial node. If, on the other hand, the adversary requests an index for the pair(Uî, wĵ), the simulator first
computesα such thatF1(wĵ) = αP—which can be done because it knows the discrete logarithm ofeveryPi to the

basisP . It then returns(P̃3, αP̃2) as the index. This is a correct index only when the simulator’s challenge triple is of
Diffie-Hellman type.

Query generation:If the adversary requests an index for the pair(Ui, wj), and(i, j) 6= (̂i, ĵ), the adversary first
computesα such thatF2(wĵ) = αQ—again by using knowledge of the discrete logarithms ofQi to Q, and then

generates the value(rαQ̃, rsiP ), whereQ̃ is an adversarial node’s public key. If the adversary requests an index for
the pair(Uî, wĵ), then the simulatoraborts the simulation. It then throws an unbiased coin and returns a guess for
whether the challenge triple is DH or random.

Final guess:Without loss of generality, we assume thatA submits anindex requests forall user/keyword pairs, and
also submitsquery requests forall but onepair. At the end of a non-aborted simulation, the adversary should have
at least one value which could be (1) a random value, or (2) an index corresponding to the only user/keyword pair for
which it does not have the corresponding query. At this point, the adversary may either guess whether the stored value
is a legitimate index or not.

Theorem 6.1 LetA be an adversary that has advantageεidx ind against the index indistinguishability game, in a
system withm keywords andn users, performingqA computational steps. Then, it is possible to construct an adversary
B that solves DDH instances in16mnqA steps, with advantageεDDH , where:

εDDH ≥ min{
1

4
, 8εidx ind}.

This result is atight reductionin the standard model, provided that8εidx ind ≤
1
4 . To see this, note that while the

statement appears to indicate a somewhat looser reduction with deterioration factor1/2mn, in fact the proper measure
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is probability of breakingper user/keywordpair (since there are now many choices to an adversary), which is just
εidx ind

2 , a deterioration factor of a single bit in the effective security.
In order to prove the above claimed result, first note that whenever the simulation does not abort, the adversary

ends with a perfect instance of the index indistinguishability game. Moreover, when the challenge tuple is a DH tuple,
and the adversary is challenged with a correctly formed index, it cannot distinguish the special user/keyword pair from
other pairs. Therefore, in this case, the simulation must gothrough to the end with probability equal to1/nm, where
n is the number of users andm, of keywords. Letε+idx ind be the advantage (over random guessing) thatA has in
correctly identifying “DH tuple” indexes conditioned on itbeing true. Then, in 1/2 of the cases where the challenge

tuple is a Diffie-Hellman tuple the adversary has advantageε
+

idx ind

nm
.

When the challenge is not a DH tuple, however, it is possible that the adversary might detect the difference between
the indexes and force the simulation to fail with probability higher than1−1/nm, say probability1−p. The simulator
can use the difference of probability1/nm and1−p to break DDH, as follows. Say, for instance, thatp = 1

2mn
. Then,

repeating the simulation16mn times, the expected number of successful simulations is16 in the first case, but only8
in the second. The difference is8, which equals twice the standard deviation, which here equals 4.2 By the Chebyshev
inequality,3 the the simulator can conclude that this is not a DH tuple withprobability at least3/4, and advantage1/4.
We can conclude thatp > 1

2mn
. (Assuming willingness to perform16mn simulations.)

Similarly, if the challenge tuple is NOT a DH tuple, and the simulation succeeds, then the simulation is a perfect
reproduction of the index indistinguishability game when the adversary is challenged with a random index. In this
case, the adversarial guess can also be used to provide a solution for the DDH tuple. Letε−idx ind be the adversarial
advantage in correctly guessing “non-random tuple” conditioned on it being true.

Assembling it all together, we see that the simulator advantage in breaking DDH using the index indistinguisha-

bility adversary is at leastmin{ 1
4 ,

1
mn

(
ε
+

idx ind

2 +
ε
−

idx ind

4 )}, which is bound below bymin{ 1
4 ,

1
2mn

(εidx ind)}.

6.2 Infeasibility of query re-targeting

This game is very similar to the index indistinguishabilityone, except that the simulator does not need to embed
Diffie-Hellman tuples in the public keys of any honest users.Additionally, instead of requesting randomized versions
of all indexes and all but one query, the adversary requests all queries. Its task is to construct a query for a particular
index, targeted at an honest node.

First, we note that, since in our setting there are no efficiently computable homomorphisms fromG1 to G2, neither
indexes nor the values of public keys of users will help with the forgery, as they are values inG1. So we only need to
concentrate on the received queries, which take the form:(ri,jF2(wj), ri,jxsiQ)), wherex is the adversary’s private
key, andsi are the private keys of honest users. Theri,j are the randomizing values, unknown toA.

The adversary can easily use its knowledge ofx−1 to “untarget” the received queries, and get:(ri,jF2(wj), ri,jsiQ).
The problem statement is then, given such values, as well as the public keys of honest nodes,pknode(Nu), compute
(rF2(wĵ), rsîpk node

(Nu)), for some choice(ĵ, î, û). Labelingαi,j ← ri,jδj , whereδjQ = F2(wj), βi,j ← ri,jsi,

andγu ← xu, wherepknode(Nu) = xuQ, we get: Given(αi,jQ, βi,jQ, γuQ, δjQ), findT = (Q′, α−1

î,ĵ
βî,ĵγûQ

′), for

some choice(̂i, ĵ, û) of indices. We are now ready to show the reduction. Note that we modify the simulation game
so that now the adversary receives queries already “untargeted,” which gives the adversary an equivalent view of the
problem as far as the query re-targeting task is concerned.

Theorem 6.2 Let A be an adversary of the query re-targeting, with advantageεretarget in qA steps, on a system
with m keywords,n honest users, andv honest nodes. Then one may useA to defeat IXDH inmnvqA steps, with
advantage:

εIXDH ≥ εretarget.

Again, the above result is atight reductionin the standard model to the IXDH assumption. Note that whilethe
reduction seems “loose” by a factor1/mnv, the appropriate comparison here is with the security per user/keyword/-
node triple, in which case the reduction involves no security loss.

2The variance of a sequence of independent events given by thesame distribution equals the square root of the expected value.
3The Chebyshev inequality [29] says that the probability that the number of observed occurrences of an outcome in a seriesof repeated experi-

ments differs from the expected value byuσ, whereσ is the variance, is no larger than1/u2.
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Now, to show this result, assume the simulator starts with a set of valuesP̃ in G1 and(Q̃1, rQ̃2, Q̃3, rQ̃3) in
G2, wheree(P, Q̃2) = e(P̃ , Q). It wishes to obtain(Q′, a−1bcQ′), whereQ′ is any element ofG2, andQ̃3 = aQ,
Q̃2 = bQ, Q̃1 = cQ. S chooses random valuesQk during the setup phase such that it knows the discrete logarithm of
eachQk with respect toQ̃3. It setsP̃ to be a user’s public key, and̃Q1 to be an honest nodes’ public key, and generates
other user’s public keys so that it knows the respective private keys. Now, the simulator can answer any adversarial
queries for pairsUi, wj , whereUi does not have public keỹP . In the case for a query with̃P as the user’s identity,
the simulator can use the knowledge of the discrete logarithm δj of F2(wj) with respect toQ̃3 to answer the query
with the value(r′rQ̃2, r′rδjQ̃3). It is straightforward to verify that the simulation is perfect, and that the chance that
the adversary will choose the same values prepared by the simulator equal 1

mnv
, wherem, n, andv are respectively

the number of keywords, honest users, and honest nodes, respectively. The result follows from the IXDH assumption
stated in§3.

6.3 IND-RCCA security of hybrid universal re-encryption schemes

The principal result described in this section is the notionthat RCCA-secure universal re-encryption schemes may be
constructed from an RCCA or CCA2-secure hybrid encryption scheme which allows for the randomization of public
keys.

It is clear that no re-encryptable construction can meet IND-CCA2 security requirements, because IND-CCA2
security implies a strong non-malleability of ciphertexts—namely, that it be infeasible to produce new ciphertexts
from an existing ciphertext,evenif the new ciphertexts encrypt the same plaintext. However,as observed in [18],
a re-encryptable (“publicly randomizable”) scheme may indeed be IND-RCCA secure. To illustrate this point, [18]
presents a simple composition in which a message is first encrypted using a CCA2 or RCCA-secure scheme, and the
resulting ciphertext is encrypted under a re-encryptable CPA-secure scheme. The remainder of this section simply
extends this result to the case ofuniversalre-encryption (where the public key is not known), and demonstrates
that RCCA-secure universal re-encryption schemes may be constructed from existing IND-RCCA (or IND-CCA2)
KEM/DEM constructions that accept Elgamal-type keys.

Theorem 6.3 If a hybrid schemeHE is IND-RCCA, then so is the universal re-encryption schemeUHE obtained
fromHE via the layered construction. More explicitly, suppose that an adversary toUHE succeeds with probability
at mostεUHE afterqD decryption queries to the decryption oracle, in which it mayforward ciphertexts of total length
LD. Then the adversary toHE success with same probability aftermax{qD,

LD

ℓ
} queries to the decryption algorithm,

whereℓ is the minimum amount of ciphertext expansion by application of theHE-encryption scheme.4

Proof: LetA be an IND-RCCA adversary ofUHE , and we show how to implement an IND-RCCA adversaryB for
HE .
Key generation:The challenger gives public keye toB, which is forwarded toA.
First stage:Each timeA generates a query of the form(ciphertext, c̃), B simulates the universal decryption algo-
rithm, making a call to theHE-decryption oracle for every layer of decryption. It forwards the final result toA.
Choice and Challenge:A generates a choice(choice messages,m0,m1), which B forwards to the challenger.
WhenB receives the challengec, it sendsc toA.
Second stage:B interpretsA’s and the challenger’s actions exactly as in the first stage.
Guessing stage:WhenA puts forth a guessb0, B forwards this guess to the challenger.

It should be clear that the simulation succeeds, with equal probability in both cases. We only need to account
for the fact that one query ofA may result in severalB-queries to aHE-oracle, while successive encryption layers
are removed. Each query ofB to HE results in a length decrease of at leastℓ bits. SoB cannot make more than
LD/ℓ queries, whereLD is the total length of the ciphertext, except ifA puts forward queries smaller less thanℓ
length (guaranteed to fail), in which caseB makes at least one query for each ofA’s queries. Hence the bound
max{qD, LD/ℓ}.

4ℓ is a non-zero number, as it includes at least the KEM length and the DEM minimum ciphertext expansion, which is non-zero since it
implements an authenticated mode of the symmetric block cipher.
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7 Conclusion

We present the requirements for a new survivable storage model with the property of correlation-resistance. To achieve
this we offer a specific construction that meets our privacy goals without imposing unnecessary rigidity. In doing so, we
provide a provably-secure public-key encryption scheme which allows for dynamic re-encryption as well as targeted
keyword search.
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A DDH-hard Pairing Groups

In most applications of pairings to date,two mathematical propertiesare exploited: The existence of the bilinear
pairing (defined between distinct, prime order subgroups ofthe elliptic curve) and adistortion map. The latter is
required for optimization reasons: One of the paired groupsis defined over the base field, typicallyFq, whereq is a
prime in the 160–300 bit range; while the second group is defined over a larger extension fieldFqℓ (for ℓ = 6, elements
of this field require in the range of 960–1800 bits to represent), wherein group operations are less efficient.

To avoid the performance penalty, super-singular curves are adopted. In such, there is a computable homomor-
phismψ : G1 → G2 from the base field-defined group to the group defined over the extension field. One may then
define a distorted pairing entirely withinG1 asẽ(g, h) := e(g, ψ(h)). Because the pairing “internalizes” to the group
admitting short representations, one obtains better performance for many pairings-based internalized protocols. An-
other consequence of the existence of an “internal” pairingis thatG1 admits an efficient Decision Diffie-Hellman
solver, and is therefore DDH-easy.

Until recently, it was thought that the existence of a distortion map was key to reasonable performance with pairing
operations. However, implementations by Barreto et al. [10] demonstrate that the non-supersingular MNT curves
(after Miyaji, Nakabayashi, and Takano [28]), result inmoreefficient implementations of pairings-based protocols
than supersingular curve implementations, when one also considers that non-supersingular curves achieve comparable
security to supersingular ones at smaller key sizes. These curves have received a good deal of study, for example [38,
28, 7, 31, 32, 16, 20, 9, 8].

One consequence of the adoption of these curves is that, while distortion maps do exist formostof the subgroups
of these curves, they have been proven NOT to exist on the mostnatural subgroup choice, namelyG1 above which is



defined over the base field. In fact, it is a result of Verheul [38] that for both eigenspaces of the Frobenius map for the
field extensionFqℓ/Fq there are no distortion maps. The groupG1 defined over the base field is the eigenspace where
the Frobenius action is trivial (eigenvalue equal to1), and the other eigenspace corresponds to a groupĜ1 where the
trace of Frobenius equals0. We re-state Verheul’s results here, for the sake of making this appendix self-contained.

Theorem A.1 (Verheul’s theorem [38]) LetE be an MNT curve defined over a base fieldFq, and such thatE(Fq)
contains a large subgroupG1 of prime orderp. Letℓ > 1 be the (small) embedding degree ofG1, and letG2 beany
p-subgroup of the elliptic curve different fromG1 and fromĜ1. Then, there doesnot exist an efficiently computable
distortion mapψ fromG1 to G2, while thereexistsa distortion map fromG2 to G1.

In the above,̂G1 again refers to thep-order trace-0 Frobenius eigenspace withinE(Fqℓ).

Notice that the statement of Verheul’s theorem remains trueif the roles ofG1 andĜ1 are reversed. On the other
hand if G2 is chosen to equal̂G1, we get instead a situation in which neither of the two pairedgroups admits a
distortion map. In the first case, we pose the assumption thatG1 is a DDH-hard, while in the second, that bothG1 and
G2 are DDH-hard. This lead to the asymmetric and symmetric versions of the XDH assumption:

Assumption 3 (Asymmetric XDH assumption) LetE be an MNT curve defined overFq, such thatE(Fq) has a large
subgroupG1 of prime orderp with small embedding degreeℓ. Let G2 be the any subgroup ofE(Fqℓ) different from
bothG1, and from the trace-0 subgroup ofE(Fqℓ) under the Frobenius map ofFqℓ/Fq, ande : G1 × G2 be the Tate
pairing. If G1 is a DDH-hard group, we say that theAsymmetric external Diffie-Hellman assumptionholds (XDH)
for the pair(G1,G2).

We are not the first authors to use the above assumption for realizing cryptographic constructions [33, 14].
For the sake of completeness, we also describe the symmetricXDH assumption. This assumption is not used in

this paper, but can be used to provide additional privacy guarantees in our setting (these extensions are presented in the
full version of this paper.) As far as we know, the assumptionbelow has not been used for cryptographic protocols:

(Symmetric XDH assumption, or SXDH) Let E be an MNT curve defined overFq, such thatE(Fq) has a large
subgroupG1 of prime orderp with small embedding degreeℓ. Let G2 stand forĜ1, i.e., the trace-0 subgroup of
E(Fqℓ) under the Frobenius map ofFqℓ/Fq, ande : G1 ×G2 be the Tate pairing. If BOTHG1 andG2 are DDH-hard
groups, we say that the Symmetric external Diffie-Hellman (SXDH) assumption holds for the pair(G1,G2).

Note that, while Verheul’s theorem does not prove that the Frobenius eigenspaces in MNT curves are DDH-hard
groups, it does rule out the only methods known to date that can be used to solve DDH in elliptic curve subgroups,
namely the use of pairings in combination with distortion maps. Therefore, it would seem to indicate that the XDH
assumptions (symmetric and asymmetric) are reasonable extrapolations of our current state-of-knowledge about the
hardness of DDH problems.

The work of Galbraith and Rotger [21] is also directly relevant to our constructions; this latter paper expands on
Verheul’s investigations on distortion maps, providing practical constructions of distortion maps between subgroups
(in the cases where they exist).

B Proof of IXDH in the generic group model

We now proceed to prove that IXDH holds in the generic group model. The model, introduced by Nechaev [30], and
further developed by Shoup [34], uses the artifice of considering the binary encodings of group elements as black
box algorithms (oracles). Therefore, the only algorithms allowed in “generic groups” are those that do not exploit the
characteristics of a particular encoding.

Definition B.1 The encodingsχi, i = 1, 2, orT , are arbitrary mappings of elements ofZp to elements ofG1, G2, or
GT , respectively. This encodings are moreover assumed to represent homomorphisms of the group(Zp,+) to eachGi

(under its defined group law).



Generic Group Model: Assume that there exist efficient oracles to compute each encoding above, but otherwise
these mappings are opaque, i.e., black boxes which are invulnerable to cryptanalysis and cannot be distinguished from
random oracles. The resulting computational model is the so-called Generic Group Model, or Generic Model (GM).
Under such computational model, the cost of computing discrete logarithms can be shown to be exponential, with the
most efficient algorithm being of the baby-step/giant-steptype, such as Pollard’s rho.

Extensions of the GM: In the generic group model, the discrete logarithm problem (DLP), (computational) Diffie-
Hellman problem (CDH) and decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH) can all be shown to require exponential effort.
The model has been extended [13] for (pairs of) groups with pairings, by adding other mappings. The pairing oracle
e(·, ·) accepts as inputs encoded pairs of elements inG1 × G2, and returns an encoded element ofGT . It implements
a bilinear, non-degenerate mapping, which is otherwise opaque to analysis. The net result of adding this oracle to
the model is that the co-DDH problem becomes efficiently computable, while the co-CDH, and the DDH problem in
Gi, i = 1, 2, or T , remain exponentially hard. These results are in accordance to the current empirical knowledge of
low embedding degree MNT-type curves, within the range of key sizes for which the MOV attack does not enable
faster algorithms for the DLP (see above paragraph).

We now prove that the IXDH conjecture holds in the generic group model:

Theorem B.2 Letχ1(1), χ2(1), andχT (1) be given encodings of generators ofG1, G2, andGT , respectively. Sup-
pose that one is also given encodingsχ1(Y ) of an element inG1, and of elementsχ2(X), χ2(RY ), χ2(RZ), χ2(Z).
Then, the number of steps that an algorithm will need to perform on average before it may output a pair of encodings
χ2(SZ), χ2(SXY ) with probabilityε is at least

√
εp

2 , wherep is the order of the group.

A generic algorithm maintains a list of polynomialsFi, i = 1, 2, orT , for each group. Letτi,t stand for the length
of the i-th queue at stept of the algorithm. Thej-th element of listFi is denoted byFi,j . Note that the lists are
initialized as:

F1 = {1, Y }, τ1,0 = 2; F2 = {1, X,RY, Z,RZ}, τ2,0 = 5; FT = {1}; τT,0 = 1.

At any particular step, the algorithm may use the group operation oracle within one of the groups to updateFi,t ←
Fi,t′ ± Fi,t′′ , wheret′ andt′′ are smaller thant. The new polynomial is then added to the list, and thereforeτi,t ←
τi,t−1 + 1, while the other lists do not grow. The algorithm may also instead choose to consult the pairing oracle to
obtainFT,t ← F1,t′F2,t′′ for somet′, andt′′ smaller thant (alsoτT,t ← τT,t−1 + 1). At any particular point in time,
the polynomialsFi,j have the following general form:

F1,t = αt + βtY

F2,t = γt + δtX + εtRY + ζtZ + θRZ

FT,t = ηt + ιtX + κtRY + λtZ + µRZ + νtY + πtXY + ρtRY 2
+ σtZY + υRZY

Now, each of these polynomials correspond to one element of one of the groups, that is computed by the generic
algorithm. The encoding oracle keeps a list of the above polynomials and performs equality testing. If a polynomial
is new, it responds with a new value inGi at random for the computed by the algorithm. Otherwise, it looks up the
previously returned value, in order to provide for consistent, deterministic answers.

In order to produce the answer we need to have two of these steps produce equal coefficients for the term XY
and the term Z, in the listF2. In other words, we need thatF2,t′(X,Y,R, Z)− F2,t′′(X,Y,R, Z ← XY ) ≡ 0, with
F2,t′(X,Y,R, Z)−F2,t′′(X,Y,R, Z) 6≡ 0. (I.e., the polynomials became identical after—not before—the substitution
Z = XY .)

However, substitutingZ = XY in the equations forF2,t above, and subtracting, we get:

(γt′ − γt′′) + (δt′ − δt′′)X + (εt′ − εt′′)RY + ζt′Z − ζt′′XY + θt′RZ − θt′′RXY.

If the above polynomial is to be identically0, thenγt′ = γt′′ , δt′ = δt′′ , andεt′ = εt′′ , and all other coefficients must
equal0. But that implies that the two polynomials were already equal before the substitutionXY ← Z.

Since the polynomials are not identically0, they cannot provide solutions in general. They may be able to produce
solutions for some instantiations of the variablesR, X , Y , andZ. There are

(

τ2,max

2

)

different pairs of elements in



the listF2, whereτ2,max is the final number of elements in the listF2, in particular a smaller number than the number
of steps performed by the algorithm. Moreover, the probability of any such pair evaluating to equal values is at most
3/p (considering that theF2 are quadratic polynomials). It follows that the above solution is only achieved with
probability at most3τ2

2,max/2p. We now need to consider the possibility of the simulation tofail. This could happen
whenever two polynomials inF2 evaluate to the same value for an instantiation of the variablesX,Y,R, Z, without
being identical polynomials, and similarly for the polynomials with the substitutionZ ← XY . The first case happens
with probability

(

τ2,max

2

)

(2/p) ≃ τ2
2,max/p, and the second with probability

(

τ2,max

2

)

(3/p) ≃ 3τ2
2,max/2p. The total

probability of adversarial success is therefore at most4τ2
2,max/p. The result follows.

Note that, in the absence of morhphisms fromG1 to G2 (as in the setting for the XDH conjecture) it is useless
to perform operations outside ofG2 at all, and this is reflected in that above only the polynomials in the listF2 were
useful.


